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At a time when many people are spiritually principled and seek ways to live, love, work, and play, nurture the spirit instead of destroying it, Then, Theo Calli again provides a powerful book that inspires us in our fatigue, challenges in our comfort, and invites us to discover beautiful possibilities before daily Discover Jesus is a deep invitation to find deep erased personal answers to
our deepest personal questions. Every page is easily accessed in every aspect of our lives, providing spiritual strategy and practical insights that help us to learn Jesus and ourselves in a new way. Some books find us only in the right time, and those books always change our lives. Discover Jesus is one of these books. How good do you know Jesus ? I often think about it, and I
always come for the same recovery. I don't know Jesus anywhere along with him because I want to know him. The desire is there, but life gets in the way. There are times when I start to grow big, and other times when I think I know it at all. But I always come back to the same encouraging and ghostly idea: if there is one person that we should all get to know in a deeply personal
way, then this Isjesus Nasiri, the Ramta mugh, the son of God, the King of kings and the Lord of the Lord, the lord of God, the bura of God, the new Adam, the Christ, alpha and omega, the chosen one, the light of the world, god man, who is ours. I want good things as much as we want for us, the therapist of our souls. Every generation creates a handful of leaders changing
games in church, and Theo Cally is definitely our one. Born in Sydney, Australia — for this reason his cocky tone is what he says sound brilliant — and he was attending business school while he started speaking and writing among his late youth. Since then, he has become one of the most successful business and motivated speakers in the world. The Chicago-based
management consulting firm, Flyd Consulting and its customers include Procitaire and Joa, Girl-per-A, General Electric, Pypsy, FedEx, HSC, Department of Defense, McDonald's, Bank of America, 3M, Ernest &amp; Young, U.S. Navy, U.S. Air Force, and dozens of other fortune staked out of 500 companies. Among Catholics, though, The Mati is best for their powerful speaking,
their vibrant Catholic ministry, and its best selling books. More than 4,000,000 people have participated in their seminars and presentations in more than 50 countries. In 2009, The Catholic Church in the United States was re-encouraged to discover the intelligent rediscover of people and Catholicism by the development of The Catholic Dynamic Catholic-based resources globally.
The Ministry has done that mega best-selling books like Discover and Catholicism and four signs of dynamic Catholicism, which can be parises $2 for-$3 peace and move over Easter and Christmas. The Books of The Metio are published in twenty-five languages, the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and the United States today published on the lists of the kistor, and sold
15,000,000 copy. Next week, The Reforesdiscover will release their new book titled Jesus: A Feast. Designed as a follow-up to Discover and Catholicism, the book takes readers on a 40-day journey from knowing jesus to know him personally and to the sahib. Here's Introducing The Short Book: [YouTube ID = 1K8D9l41B8A] Today, as part of the #RediscoverJesus blog tour, I
am encouraged to sit down and discuss Theo, the importance of developing a personal relationship with Jesus, and future plans for dynamic Catholics. Enjoy!     VoGT: Mission or your organization, dynamic Catholic, energy re-discover the Catholic Church in the United States and encourage people and rediscover Catholicism. How does Jesus have a fit discover in this mission?
Mati-Kalli: When we got out to find the difference between extremely busy Catholics and the unaloof Catholics, we discovered that the main difference was that the most busy Catholic prayer routine is daily. If we do not ask people to pray, nothing will change. Energy Catholics should engage them, and that means preparing for their daily routine of education, helping them to
promote life-changing friendships with Jesus. Discover VOGT: Jesus is the best selling Catholic book in History, other than The Discover and Catholicism, which has sold more than 7,000,000 copy and the Bible in American history. How do two books tie together? Will you give a fall away to Catholics first? By The Way, The Catholic son of The Catholicism, and catholicism, and
catholicism in general. The Discover is about taking a fresh look at the life and teachings of Jesus Christ, taking an inventory from our lives by the gospel, and embracing the challenge to grow. Choosing the right book to give something is an art that I think needs a real sense of a particular person is struggling with. I think these two books will see people where they are and lead
them where God is calling them. The Bookofti GT: Your new book includes 40 short, long narrative chapters instead of devotional entries. Why is this shape with 40 days of travel? Mati-Kali: When I was young I wanted to write books that people want to read. Now I want to write books that people will live. When I write that I am constantly trying to find ways to personalize it for the
reader, so that ideas can come into life in a person's life. The church understands that our lives change when our habits change, and 40 days is the best time to create new habits. Brendan The new ongalazashan re-pays. The recent papaya rome has encouraged us to encourage, retell, remind us, and, according to his book, help people discover the refresh of Christ. But it's
again the Presomas people have already made some contact with Jesus, if perhaps long ago or indirectly. Why do you think people need to discover Jesus? What are the modified scenes that need healing? By the time I return from the trip, however long or short, I get the joy of rediscovering my wife and children. It's a beautiful thing to discover people and places. Similarly it is a
pleasure to discover true Jesus and his true message. Sometimes it needs to heal the defaced ideas of Jesus, and sometimes we need to face our own defaced thoughts. One of the main problems of Christianity in history at this time is that most people think they are very good Christians — even non-Christians. But what compared to what? We find comparisons to relax on our
own, but when we measure our lives against the gospel we are challenged in changing. VoGT: Some Catholics are uneasy with the idea of personal relationships with Jesus or knowing Jesus in a real and personal way. They think it sounds very protestant. Is this true? Mati-Calli: That's saying that The Cook is not the original kola. For a long time before the same Protestant, the
Sunnahs had dynamic personal relationships with Jesus. I think we all have long for it. I think many people are unsure with him because they know he's not it, and more importantly how they get. It is my hope that Jesus will help greatly to develop the Discover. Wu: In the book, you emphasize the difference between knowing about Jesus and knowing Jesus. How can we make this
transition? How do we face Jesus ? Mati-Calli: In ancient age, if you were a student you had a special teacher, and you sat on your feet for many hours every day, learning. A disciple of Jesus needs to sit on his feet for at least a few minutes each day, to learn and to encourage, to take instructions, and to be educated for the day. We face Jesus in many ways, but if we are to
progress spiritually then the daily face in prayer goes to Indaspansabali. Discover VOGT: Available only for first order, Jesus is a batcover to the chester lists, which means many people are buying for themselves and friends. But what is the big plan for the book? Will this be part of the dynamic Catholic Book program? How can priests order their entire parse? Mati Calli: Yes, it will
be released on August 17, and I don't know why, but when a book kills all the castor lists I'm always surprised. And yes, it's this. The dynamic Catholic book will be available in the program, so we hope Parishes will give christmas mass good ies and a copy to visitors. Christmas is the best chance to re-engage the unre-offensive Catholicevery year. This publication is a part of the
blog #RediscoverJesus hosted by dynamic Catholics. You Amazon.com first order your copy of The Discover Jesus on the internet. Readers who made the pre-book order by August, 2015, have the chance to win one of several prizes, including a trip to Italy with Theo to pay all expenses and going on a vibrant Catholic hajj in Rome this November. Visit the new book to learn more
DynamicCatholic.com/RediscoverJesus/entry prize lottery. Anyone who commands before the book will also have access to the special webinar with Mati, during which they will talk about their writing process, why they decided to write The Discover Jesus, and why he thinks this is the most important book he has ever written. Thank you for taking part in! #RediscoverJesus to read
tomorrow's stop on the Blog Tour, please see my friend, Kiti Saiffer, in grace seasons. Power PROLOGUE are you Jesus? Our God is the God of wonder . It was the biggest meeting of Paul's life, and it went well. He can't wait to tell his wife and her boss. He arrived out of the Brooklyn office building with the rest of the team, he felt an empty taxi-a rare look during the early hours.
Fond of getting to the airport to catch your flight home, they are off to the taxi, shouting to get the driver's attention. But when they took their way , they were inadvertently on the stand of a small production . The rest of the team seemed to be unawed until Paul stopped and turned around to go back. The taxi as well as others called Paul, come on, you'll miss your flight. Go ahead
without me, Paul answered as he said he had added his way across the road to produce. In that moment, they realized that the woman who stood production was blind behind. He was just standing crying slowly with tears running on his face. That's right, that's right, Paul told him he got down on his hands and knees and started by picking up fruits and vegetables. A hundred
people were passing by each side, but no one stopped to help. They're just score-upwherever they were going. When the fruit was standing, Paul started to organize it clearly, which was bad. Now he changed the woman and asked, Are you okay ? He has moved with his tears . Then, after reaching his wallet, he took some bills and passed them to the woman, this money should
cover the damages. With that, Paul changed and started to walk away. Mr. Woman said after that. Pal paused and changed around. Are you Jesus ? Oh, no, he replied. The woman cried and continued, I only pray because I prayed for Jesus that I helped me as my fruit fell the most Paul was again commanding him to leave, only now his eyes started to fill with tears . For a long
time they wandered around looking for a taxi. After finally finding one, they sat in bumper traffic from bumper all the way to the airport. He recalled his flight, and because it was Friday night, all other flights were completed. Paul spends the night at a hotel by the airport. He gave him time to think. He said that a question could not be found out of his head: When did someone
confuse you for Jesus? Point to consider: Jesus wants you to take them to work. The Verse of Living: First seek the kingdom of God and his righteousness. Question to consider Mati 6:33: Is the most utter thing in your life that you are preventing life from surviving God is calling you to live? Prayer: Jesus, give me courage to give up my guard . The best time to discover Jesus is
just opening. You are holding this book in your hands in a very moment for a reason. I don't know what God has done for you in store, but I am excited for you. There are questions we ask in different ways: Who am I? Who is God? What shall I do? What is most important? Is the difference less? What are my unique parebha and ability? What will be my role? What happens when
we die ? We are constantly up to these questions. Jesus is going to help you answer those who are amazing friends. Jesus is the amazing friend who is going to help you find them after answers live. Jesus is going through all this by you who is amazing friends. If you don't already have this type of relationship with Jesus, I just demand you to be open to the possibility. He wants to
get a dynamic relationship with you. There are two ways to experience this book. Read it from cover to cover: first with any other book. The other way this book is to use it as a guide to a 40-day spiritual journey, one day read a chapter. This other way is a great way to start (or nurture) the daily prayer habit. At the end of each chapter you will have a point to consider, a verse to
stay, a question to consider, and a short prayer. It is designed to help you learn every chapter in your life. But this book is not about words on the page. It's about a clash. My deepest wish is that it facilitates a powerful conflict between you and Jesus, because whether we are aware of it or not, what you and I need more than anything is to face Jesus. Whatever is going on in your
life now, it is no more important than facing his compassionate. Some books find us at the right time in our lives, and those books Change our lives. I hope it's a kind of book for you. A new beginning God loves new beginnings. Do you ever feel like you need a new start? Of course that I was not feeling long ago. I was tired and and A little dasorant spiritual, worried with some
things that are going on in the world and in the church, and worried by many situations that I can't do at all. Maybe I need to pray about a thousand times peace. O God, i have to accept things that I cannot change . I dare to change things; And wisdom to know the difference. But I also had no brain presence to do it. First of all I ignored all these feelings and tried to keep busy. But
ignoring things does not let them go away. It took a while, but finally I realized I needed a new start. One of the things I love about my faith is that our God is a God of other possibilities, fresh beginnings, and new beginnings. I love Monday, because every monday is a new start-a new beginning! God gives us Monday, and New Year's Day, and birthdays, and each represents a
new blessing and new beginning. In the Bible we have changed people and their lives to read these epic stories of incredible ways: Moses, Noah, Jonah, Ermaah, David, Joseph, Mary, Peter, James, Matheu, Zaai, Paul, Ladda, Mary Magodini, well woman, and many others whose names we don't know. Why not you and me ? Why not now? God is always waiting for us .
Sometimes we may think that we are waiting for it, but it is not true. What's going on in your life right now? What is not the work in your life? What is the great question in your heart? Why did you pick up this book? Do you need a new start too? Whenever I get to a place in my life where things are not realized, it always seems that I need to rediscover Jesus. Jesus is the ultimate
new beginning. Hint to consider: It's never too late for a new start. The verse of the life: Ask and it will be given to you; search and you will find; Knock, and the door will be opened for you. Question to consider Mati 7:7: In which area of your life is God invited to experience a new beginning? Pray: Jesus, help me to believe that a new beginning is possible. Two Jesus is getting to
know God that we want to know our son. How good do you know Jesus ? I often think about it, and I always come for the same recovery: I don't know anywhere near Jesus as well as I want to know him. The desire is there, but life gets in the way. There are times when I start to grow big, and other times when I think I know it at all. But I always come back to the same encouraging
and ghostly idea: if there is one person we should get to know in a deeply personal way, it is Jesus — Nazareth, The Ramta Mughlaq, The Son of God, the King of kings and the Lord of the Lord, the Lord of God, the Lord of god, the Prophet of God, the New Adam, the Christ, the Alpha. Omega, the one selected, the light of the world, god man who wants good things More than
we want to have to therapist selwed, our souls. How do you know him well ? Give you a score between one and ten right now. Sure, it's a hard thing to measure, but you know if you're two or an eight. You may not know if you are 6.453, but you have a sense of where you are on the spectrum. Think of all the people in your life. You have immediate and extended family and your
close stare. After that people spend a lot of time on you just because your lives overlap–neither by choice, but as a result of work, school, or schedule of your children. You're also aware-people you just know a little bit, whose chance or choice you really have not got by. And of course, there are people who just cross your path-strangers. Where does Jesus fit into the spectrum of
people in your life ? I don't know Jesus anywhere close, and as I want, and my relationship with him is not as dynamic as I want it to be. And what is insititous to me is that sometimes I think I know people better than the area of my life , that I know Jesus . Try it: Grab some paper and write everything you know about Jesus. Everything. You may be surprised how you walk out of
things to write. I was. Consider this: How do you explain Jesus to anyone you know nothing about it? You might tell the story — but how well do you know the story of Jesus Christ ? This is the most powerful story ever told. But it lose its power when we take it for the award. It lose its power when we become aware of it that we stop hearing it as part of our story. When we excise us
from the story of Jesus Christ , we become immune to the life changing message of the gospel and become slaves in the world . It's time to rediscover Jesus. Have you ever met someone and discovered that he was nothing like what you thought he would be? Before you met him, you knew about it. But the one who knows about someone is not knowing anyone . Whenever I try to
rediscover Jesus , he surprises me . He confuendus stereotypes, arranges my preferences, presents me from the chaos of the world by my fare, reminds me what is the difference most and what is less, and really commands my life. Jesus has given me a logofhertidinsis from knowing that our heavenly father in the heavens is really a project, even when I am too blind to see him,
too to be too smart to trust him, or be too stupid to surrender to him. Yes, I think I have time to rediscover Jesus, and I want to invite you to join me. Who is Jesus ? He has a feast. There are many ways to answer this question, but one is very simple and In style Jesus is an unbelievably much more and godly invitation to fulfill life. Note: The word gospel is used in different during
this book It is commonly used to refer to the teachings of Jesus. On occasion it is more specifically used to refer to one of the first four books of the New Covenant — The Theo, Marqs, And The People. When collected, Anajil, Anajil,
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